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HOW TO
We have to reiterate a request.
The marvelous response from many of
you with notes, illustrations,
articles and the like is really encouraging to your editors. Please
keep it up. But, because your
Wooden Plane editor is almost totally disorganized, it's essential
that you identify with your name
each piece of paper you send. He
wants to credit everyone but, by
the time his papers have been rearranged for the third time, what
little memory has been spared him
by his advancing years has become
hopelesssly fuddled. Re-shufflin0
of his papers are an unhappy fact
of life for one who lives in'a dwelling the size of a Greenfield Tool
Co. packing box and tries to carry
on an active social life at home.
Also, color pictures are difficult
for us. We'd rather have them than
nothing so don't worry if that's
all you can manage, but try to give
us black and white.
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DUES
This is your 1983 dues notice.
Dues are $10.00 (American Funds)
Remit to either the Secretary-Treasurer or the Membership Manager,
•
B-ARS
Harvest
Lane
•
60
Levittown, NY 11756
Please make all checks payable to
EARS.

L_______

DUES

THANKS

The bank of material for future
issues is rich. At least some of
you who have not yet seen your
stuff in print will do so in 1983,
We'd like to use everything promptly but it never works out. Please
don't read this as a hint to slow
down with contributions. We want
everything we can get; it will
make your magazine better and
eventually most everything will
be used.
In the same vein, we apologize
for sometimes failing to respond
to your interesting notes. It is
not ingratitude or lack of politeness. We can only plead lack of
time and affirm through these columns that we appreciate and enjoy
all your letters.
Ornamental Plough
One of the most spectacular plough
planes you will ever see provides
the cover picture for the 1982-83
catalog of Lee Valley Tools. Made
of ivory with brass and German silver fittings,the plane is beautifully engraved. It bears the mark
of JOHN MOSELEY & SON/LONDON and
was made for exhibition at England's
Crystal Palace in 1851. We don't
know if Lee Valley still has copies
of the catalog which came out toward the end of 1982 but if you are
pleased by extravagant planes you
might want to order a copy.Cover
price is $2.00 and Lee Valley's address is: PO Box 6295, Ottawa, Ont.
K2A 1T4, Canada. The catalog features a wide range of high quality
tools including many planes.
ACHTUNG
Please read the box to the left.

NOTES & QUERIES
Charley Konf reports a plane marked A.W.WILLIS in a zig-zag border.
The plane appears to have been reworked and now has a sole resembling a diamondpoint lathe chisel.
From Bud Brown comes some new or
unusual labels:
W.H H WHITE/BRUNSWICK, N.J.
SHIVERICK also marked FROM #
LUTTGEN/JERSEY CITY
T.CHAPMAN/WILLISTON, VT.
Bud also speaks of two sightings
of T.AIKMAN on a moulder and a
jointer but these may be duplicates
of other reports.

In the Chronicle of the Early
American Industries Association
XXIV #1, April '71, page 9 is
noted a carriage maker's plane
marked "Ra(?) Ochechohrt 5;
Sux Mines de Suede. The plane is
from a twentieth century tool box
now owned by the Detroit Historical Museum.

If there were planemakers in England in the second half of the
17th C and if they stamped the
fore ends of the planes they made
with either their names or their
initials, where do you suppose
they got their stamps? Here's a
long long shot to remember some
day when research has uncovered
more of the early history of plane
making. Henry (or Joseph) Harris,
, friend of Pepys,who became an actor
at the Duke's Theatre near Linco'm's
Inn Fields, was originally a seal
cutter. Seals were cut in a variety of materials but one of thele
was metal and it would not have
been a great departure for such a
workman to cut a planemaker's
stamp. Someday, let us hope, we
will have more than dreams to
illuminate the dark origins of
English planemaking and related
trades.
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NOTES & ODERXES
Another probably example of an S.CARUTHERS plan
has been found by Dick FoWe. Only --ARUM-can be read but on a 1W4" early style moulder
what else could it be?
A list of unidentified names found in the maker
slot cm a variety of planes collected in Englan
by Rev Fawle oresents the "what have we here"
question eleven times. We ask anyone who had
a plane marked by one of these stampers to let
is know. Multiple sightings imply that we are
looking at makers who may eventually be found
in the reccrds. Single sightings raise questions but do not provide their awn answers.
I.BREWSTER
15 Round
Name on lower part of
9 3/8"
toe, 2/deck sawtooth
border.
W.BURGES
3/32 Groover 'Problem Child' BP
9ha
II,p161 as is BREWSTE1
Sawtooth border.
T.GROSVENOR 7/8" Rebate Saw tooth border.
(square cut)
L.LITTLEWCOD 3/4" Cove +
Straight line
Astragal
border.
9 15/16"
D (orB) JAMES Plow
Straight line border.
R.MARYON
Round
Unusual name note
11
4
/ ". W.
worthy but probably
9 3/8" L. an owners.. Sawtooth
•
border.
ROBBINS
5/8" Ovolo Pronounced sawtooth
9 3/8"
border and large
letters.
MINUS
Ogee rebate I think this is 180
TURNER
fillet (?) made for a special
9 3/4"
job. Two deck, sawtooth border, large
letters.
N.VANDIEMAN 11
/
2 " skew
Incised letters.
rebate
8 7/8"
WM.WAUGH
#4 round
Sawtooth border.
9h"
D.WILL/AMS
Toothing
Single rounded iron
plane
by Roberts & Ash
7"
-1814-1815- Sawtooth
Border.
An early moulder 10h" long, aporoximately,
with
boxing and a large stamp of antique appearance
labelled E DETER has been collected by Bud
Brown. The plane was found in Pennsylvania
which makes comparison of the name to that of
Melchior Deter of Philadelphia highly significant
From Georae Monk come word of GOUGH & BOWEN Goodman's British Plane Makers, II, lists this
firm but does not provide any further information. Mr. Pitcher in his January 1981 list
has a small group of Gough & Bowen hollow and
round planes and he provides a date of 1840
along with the information the G & B were gunsmiths. English. Irish and Scottish Firearms
Makers, by A. Merwyn Carey, provides the following information:
Dough, Daniel (1826-1840) General gunsmith is
London. Name changed to Gough & Bowen 18401855.
I don't know if this information has been pUblished before of even if the two firms are the
same. I am enclosing a sketch of a sash plane
by them along with a rubbing of the mark. The
sash plane was part of a group of planes I found
in an antique shop in Springfield, Ohio. Most
of the planes were British and were probably
imports, though there was a R.A.PARRISH in the
group. The group dated from late 18th century
I.KENDALL, to late 19th century.
A set of 5 Dutch moulding planes marked with a
crowned AH were sold in Jack 3ittner's May 1981
auction.
It seems quite natural for
Starr to ask if anyone has
general, or a locality for
Let us know and we'll pass
Dick.

member Richard F.S.
dates, specific or
planemaker R.C.STARR.
your info along to

The Farmers' Museum in Cooperstown, N.Y. owns
an ovolo moulder 9 7/8" long which is marked
S 4- SPICER. The catalog card describes it as
made of beech but Associate Director Dave Parke
tells us it is yellow birch with 18th C features
including sharp chamfers and a rounded wedge
finial. Compare A SPICER and 0 SPICER in VP/MCA.

In response to Bill Baaders' inquiry about
Gabriel plows or fillisters we have heard from
John Moody - beech plow; boxwood wedges brass
tipped arms - stamp is 3/22" high
Ery Schaffer - beech plow, 7 3/8" body, arms
are not brass tipped - arms are riveted to
fence using triangular brass washers, brass
depthstop with iron runner.
Emil PollaK - plow identical to Seaton chest
example - arms have internal adjusting screw
arrangement.
The following notes are from Emil Pollak:
Be: dated planes - J. STILES apparently dated
part, perhaps many of his output. Collected
two examples 1806 and 1823. Dates are made
with what wean to be individual number stamps.
CUMMINGS & GALE - 4" grooving plane with
/
2". Iron is sneckiron skate. Body is beech, 91
ed and marked JAMES CAM/WARRANTED.
J.BURRE/MAD/SON IA - 9 3/8" skewed rabbet
I GOULD - 10" birch round, undersized wedge
finial, looks very early
D.SALSBERY - 10 1/8" birch ogee with bevel,
relieved wedge.
THOS.BARTIE - 107/8" rabbet, looks early
English, similar to Wooding School.
Ery Schaffer tells us a previously reported
-J M-nrO
ol NBIZIturns out on close scrutiny to be
an overstamp on w.rELLows (Birmingham 1843).
The plane is notable because it is a three arm
plow. The central arm is a finely cut iron
screw which passes through a nut housed in the
stock. This seems to put Fellows in the same
general arena as makers like William Ward,
Mockridge and Francis, Van Duskirk and Sandusky.
We hope Ery will do a piece on the plow comparing it to the various other plows with
.threaded adjustment arms.
Dale Butterworth reports he has found a plane
marked on the toe by E. CLIFFORD and on the
britch S.NOTES (see PT 1-3-14, 1-4-5, 11-1-17,
1V-3-6). Both marks are in sawtooth borders.
What may made the find even more significant
is the fact that Dale owns a Pembrooke table
with a label reading, "S. Noyes Cabinetmaker,
East Sudbury, Mass, near the causway (sic)".
Sudbury, as Paul Xebabian has told us, was the
birthplace of Jonathan Tower who was born in
1758 and who later lived in Rutland, Mass.
where he made woodworkers tools. To have an
S. Noyes identified as a cabinetmaker does not,
of course, securely identify the stamper of
planes but it does suggest a place to search
for him as well as for E Clifford who has been
several times reported.
From the October catalog of Birchland Antiques
come these bits of detail. We have no way of
telling if any of the stampers were commercial
makers.
"Pistol grip Thumb plane" - marked CHANTLER.
There is a second plane with the same mark.
Router - marked R.F.MATHEWS/1825
Thumb plane - marked C.BURT & HUGHES
Coach makers plane - marked T.S.WOOLST
Gunmetal shoulder plane - marked R.NYE
"Continental raising plane" - marked J.WEIFE
Razee jointer - marked S.W. SMITH
A report of an iron in an aged long jointer
comes from Don Krauss. The iron, which is tapered and has a round top is embossed with a
sawtooth border 4" in depth. The letters are
3/16" deep.
From Mike Knudsen we have on a Dutch panel,
marked ADH (Ary Den Henget), is equipped with
a marked iron which reads
Hasen
Oxxver
The plane is a 11
/
4" skewed hollow about 111
4
/ " long.
Mike thinks and we agree that the second word
is likely to be OLIVER but someone out there
may have a better explanation.
In his upcoming Vol II, Wooden Planes in 19th
Century America (expected in late 1982) Ken
Roberts will publish a group of interesting douments including apprenticeship agreements, work
contracts, broadsides and price lists relating ,
to the period 1820-1880. Volume II will largely concern H. Cahoin's UNION FACTORY which had
a business span of 103 years, the longest of
any wooden plane factory in the United States.
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WILLIAM WILLIAMS
By
Daniel Semel
William Williams first appears in New York City in 1807! as a planemaker
located at Elm Street corner Anthony Street. Although not the first planemaker in New York City, it would appear that he is the first to be listed
by that trade rather than the general classification of carpenter. He
moved to 30 Magazine Street in 1809, 45 Magazine in 1810, 528 Pearl in
1811. He remained on Pearl for the balance of his career though in the
been
later years he moved from 528 to 524 Pearl. He died in 1849 having
n
occupatio
his
years
later
listed for 42 years as a maker of planes. In
this
believed
is
it
but
urer"
changed from planemaker to plane "manufact
no
was simply a term in vogue in those later years, because there was
shared
he
1812
In
help.
employing
or
partners
evidence of his ever having
Neither
Brown.
John
and
Waldron
V.
John
with
the premises of 528 Pearl
of these gentlemen had an occupation listed so perhaps they were apprenlater
tices or indentured servants or even slaves. They are not listed in
or prior years.

•••
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NOTES & QUERIES
The Christies catalog of Sept. 1981 sale contained a great variety of early Dutch planes with
descriptions. These allow us to put further
dates to some of the makers' initials found on
Dutch planes, for many of the planes are dated
and the catalog notes provide the markings. Some
of the markings appear as part of the carved design and these may represent bespoke work and
the initials of owners but we believe it more
likely that they are makers. Of several such
planes of this type we have seen or heard about,
none had normal stampsing on the toe.
. Panel fielding plane - bossingschaaf, 1766,
FM with central fleur-de-lys
. Jointer- reisschaaf, 1753, WWV in throat
carving.
. Foreplane - voorlouper 1783, PVD surmounted
by a cherub
.Plaw - ploeg, 1750, FM,with central fleur-delys
. Flaw - ploeg, 19th C appearance, JN (Can
Nooitgedagt of Ylst)
. Plow - ploeg 13th C appearance, FM with
central fleu-de-lys
. Hollow - hol, converted from a roffel (jack
plane) 1729, KP carved on handle
their March
:t
la1:1 l
a°171i21:nt oriln Dt::tiZ
ine
rhykenological curiosities. Most spectacular
was a tool box containing 70 planes which included 13 by D.PRESBREY, one by S.PRESBREY and
eight by WM WOODWARD along with an assortment
mostly by New England makers of the early
middle 19th C. Other. entries in their list
Include:
. Moving Fillester Boxed Plane, boxed w/rose
wood - WEBS & GRAMWELL/P/TTSFIELD, MA.
. Matched Tongue and Groove set Dutch, CROWN
+ m
. Mldg. plane, Heavy chamfer, yellow birch
nice patina, mkd. F.E.BRYAN
. Moving Fillaster Plane ,J.PERY/BOSTON
• Dado Plane mkd E.P. EARLE, zb.
The label, PAT.K.LEVINS appears on an GT e with
staggered overlapping irons and an adjus-.:ble
fence. The name K. Levine is not listed In Bill
Hilton's Index of Inventors or in the later list
of Dave Spang. The plane was part of the May
1981 auction of Jack Bittner.
MATHIESON"S/E CAMPBELL & CO. BRAND appears on a
coffin-shaped smoother collected by Eric Gannicott. Mathieson's is stamped above the E. Campbel„l which is ringed by an oval border. The
remains of a blue paper label with a black border and part of the name Campbell are still
stuck to the plane. Eric asks if the Campbell
plane could have been part of a 2nd. grade
Mathiesen line.
On a Dutch jack plane owned by Philip Walker
appears a carved date, 1729 surmounted by the
initials K.P. The carving is on the side of
the tote and there is also a conventional carved flower or rosette. Has another Dutch maker
surfaced?
From Bud Steere's catalog of May 1981 we extract:
/ ASHBY - fairly heavy chamfer 3/8" hollow,
iron steeply pitched.
I.E.SMITH & CO - 1" round
JAMES A. EDDY - another report of a stamper
first recorded in 111-2-10, this example is on
an adjustable sash (wooden screws).
We did in fact render Pittsburgh as
ERRATA
Pittsfield in reporting W.ENENS in IV-I-13.
The source of our information was an 1815
Pittsburgh, .PA directory.
S.W.DROWN/CAST STEEL on a plane iron has been
reported by Hal Prucha.

Clues which may help in dating W.00THOUDT are
suggested by Bill Eviston. An example in his
collection has the notched bevel in front of
the wedge slot and is supplied with a W.BUTCHER
iron marked with very small 1/16" letters. The
plane is 7 3/8".
-.
G.ristmiLl',a/TIRocier Smith retorts further
on ELI ODELL/TOOLMAKER who worked in Wiaterset/
Iowa. Odell who it is believed may have worked
as early as the 1840s was the patentee of a
plane improvement in 1864. The original Odell
story appeared in 3-ABS IV-4. Roger has since
learned from Stanley Crofts an M-WTCA member
who lives in Winterset that Cdeli was born
July 19, 1806 and died Dec. 3, 1873. He apparently made very handsome planes as shown by
the photo of a plank match plow of his manufacture illustrated in the Gristmill article.
In a list of antique tools to be offered Oct. '81
by Jack Eittner we find several unusual plane
markings:
A.R.SEMPLE & BRO./LOUISVILLE, KY - double
match plans.
W.RUSSELL - bead
J. WALT J - round
A SMART - T.GOLDSMITH - skew rabbet
B.DEAN & R.DYER - skew rabbet, 9 5/8" birch
W.HOPKINS - round, birch
S.BARPER/LONDON - complex Moulder
3.3.WEEKS p Cove with Bead
E.ELMES - Cove with Bead
G.F.YOUNG - Grecian Ovolo with Astragal
JER. SAMSON (compare A SAMPSON, L SAMPSON)
Quarter round.
J.R.GALE - Side Rabbet
JAS.HENDERSON - Filletster
S.WING, also D & S - Sash plane, open tote.
H.X.GERISE - V-bottom.
- An unusual puzzle is offered by R.C.Howe. He
has acquired an early bench plane with an offset
tote. It is 24" long and is marked on its fore
end with a three deck mark (embossed, saw tooth
borders). Only one line is legible. That reads
N.J. and is the final line so it probably means
New Jersey. The first line has so far resisted
the efforts of several leading rhykenologists
to decipher it. We assume that the plane is
early based on the offset tote and wonder if we
are tantalized by an hitherto unknown maker or
whether the mark represents an unrecorded address and label form of someone already known..
Harold Fountain reports the sighting of a jointer about 30" long of 18 C aspect with an offset tote and a Butcher double iron. The plane
which on casual examination appeared to be of
beech is embossed N.N.WALLACE with a border
(probably straight). The plane which was in
the possession of a Long Island (NY) dealer is
thought to have been acquired in upstate N.Y.
In their Catalog *17 Bud and Vera Steere offer
a 14" round of beechwood marked C.P.DEAN with
the question "Could this be related to the 18th
Cent. B or S. Dean?"
R & L CARTER/TROY marked mortise gauges with
the same or similar stamp they used on planes.
Bill Eviston has acquired two of these in boxwood of identical appearance.
The number of
marking and mortise gauges with planemakers
stamps so far rZported suggest that this tool
was a regular product of the planemaker. It
might be worth while to examine carefully some
of those under your bottom shelf. One of them
might have a prized mark on it.
A review of back issues of the Chronicle of
EAIA reminds us that in Sept. 1975 Tom Stevens
identified a planemaker of Saybrook, CT,one
Jeremiah Gladding who in 1836 was a partner of
John and Lester Denison. whether planes were
ever stamped Denison & Gladding is not known
but Tom had collected "several stamped Jeremiah
Gladding". We think it is very likely that the
name J.Gladding, Jr. which appears in the "Names
Alone" section of WPINCA is either this Gladding
or his son. Tom believes the Partnership was
dissolved sometime in the 18401s.

Perhaps a relationship may be Inferred between
two Northampton, Mass., makers ARNOLD & CROUCH
and s(EnTry) WELLS. Examples of the work of
both firms viewed recently at the Northampton
Historical Society exhibited the Impress of an
' A concave, mast plane, perhaps owner-marked,
exactly similar, if not identical, left facing
with 03 D OILMAN was sold at the May '91 auction
a
have
been
not
may
A
&
C
wonder
if
eagle. We
of Jack Bittner.
successor firm to Wells.
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COLUMBIA - THE STRAW THAT
BROKE THE CAMEL'S BACK
By
Carl E. Bopp
The name Columbia stamped in ink on the side of a bead plane is shown
in Fig. #1. This plane also has a number 25 and its size 3/16 on the heel.
On the top, forward of the wedge slot, it is marked "GERMANY". A plane
marked Columbia was reported by Bill Eviston in Plane Talk 11-2-4. Bill's
plane, an unusual /
1
2 " rabbet, was also stamped "Reg. U.S. Patent Office",
and had ..he model number "19" on it. Bill did not report his plane to
have had Germany° on it, as my example has. If the stamp (Germany) was
worn-off, the plane might pass as American or English made. The wedge
(fig. #2) has a shape associated with American or English made ones. German and other Continental wedges usually have a more squared-off profile.
As to who Columbia was - Wilbert F. Schwer and Alden Seitz, both of the
Sandusky Tool Co. (Sandusky, O.) made a trip East in June 1925, to explore
their tool market. In their summary of this trip, it was declared that the
demand for wooden planes was very small and they could not compete in price
with planes made in Germany that were imported by firms like"Columbia Tool
Co. of New York". (see p.236 and 237 WP1NCA by K.D. Roberts - 2nd. Edition)
A 1926 Philadelphia, Pa. tool catalog (Paul J. DeVitt 1101-03-05 South
2nd. St.) lists what might be Columbia imported planes. On p.22 of DeVitt's
catalog five types of wooden planes are shown; #1 rabbetts - 8 sizes,
4*15 hollows - 9 sizes, 4*14 rounds - 9 sizes, #25 beads - 8 sizes. (note beads
are #25) and #5 scrubs - 4 sizes.
The rabbet is illustrated with a squared-off continental style wedge,
but the hollow,round and beads are shown with a standard rounded profile.
On the horned scrub plane is the word "GERMANY".
All these planes in DeVitt's 1926 catalog are listed at a lesser price
than comparable ones in Sandusky's 1925 catalog. It's hard to compare
these prices without knowing other discounts etc., but I think the record
shows that Columbia had a part in the ending of wooden planemding in America.
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A Plow Made By E. Cantin
Dave Perch
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A probable example of the mark of John Morrison,
Chilicothe, Ohio, 1826, listed as without confirmatory sighting in WPINCA, has been collected by Bill Eviston. The mark embossed in a
toothed border I MORRISON on a plane 9 3/8"
long with small rounded chamfers.
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Some Wrentham Connections
By Richard T. De Avila
Some names mentioned in past issues of Plane Talk match those of
residents of the Wrentham, Mass. area in the years following Francis
Nicholson. Ongoing investigation of these labelers will doubtless provide further information, but in the meantime here are some details that
may lead to positive identifications.
A housewright named Samuel Druce (Compare VI-4-12) died in Wrentham,
April 3, 1845. He was 78 years old. He is buried in the same cemetery
as Francis Nicholson.
On November 6, 1778, Samuel, then "a child under fourteen years of
age" was adopted by Josiah Blake, carpenter of Wrentham.
In 1797, Samuel was appointed administrator of the estate of one
Oliver Druce. At that time he was concerned that the amount realized
from the liquidation of Oliver Druce's estate would not cover his debts
and he requested the court to appoint three appraisors, one of whom was
Capt. George Hawes, (see Vol V-3-3 ). Perhaps the same man, by then
titled Colonel George Hawes, died in Wrentham on May 9, 1848. He was
83 years of age. Col. Hawes was a large land owner. His will does not
mention tools or other possessions that would indicate he was a woodworker. He, too, is buried in the same cemetery as Francis Nicholson.
In a Plane Talk Extra, Vol VI-4, Bud Steere discussed a plane marked
Charles Dupee and identified two men of that name who might have been the
marker. They were:
Charles Dupee
Charles Dupee

d. Aug. 5, 1802 in his 65th Year
d. Feb. 19, 1803 in his 44th year.

I have reason to believe that Josiah Blake who adopted Samuel Druce
had a close connection to Charles Dupee although at this writing I'm
not sure of the exact relations hip.

An Unusual Profile

E.W.Carpenter/Lancaster

Mel Phaff
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LOOKING FOR T. AIKMAN
by
Dave Truesdale
There have been two mentions of T.AIKMAN an unlocated labeler, in
Plane Talk. I've now acquired a plane with his label and it contains
some hints which might eventually lead to an identification of this man.
The plane is a 7/8" slipped bead with Aikman's label embossed in a sawtooth border. The lettering inclines slightly to the right. The appearance of the plane seems to place it in the 19th C. It is beech and 9 3/8"
long. The iron is itself a curiosity for it is clearly marked DHILE.
This may represent D. HILE but the lettering is continous.
However, the construction of the plane is what most merits attention
for it embraces three features that are found in Philadelphia planes (and
also in Baltimore and English planes). Acquired near Philadelphia, it
might indicate that Aikman worked in the general neighborhood.
These are the features that, taken together, tell the Philadelphia
Story. The Aikman plane has lignum vitae boxing, slips or side plates secured with four screws and one of its boxing strips is installed at an
oblique angle (see sketch). It should be made clear that any of these
features could be found on planes not originating in Philadelphia but that
all of them have been fairly frequently observed on Philadelphia planes.
They tell us that prospecting for Aikman in the area is at least more likely to be successful than trying to chase him down in a planemaking center
like the Valley of the Connecticut.
( ed note - Looking for T. Aikman has been condensed from a letter sent us
by Dave Truesdale who has not seen the result. We hope we have done no
violence to his thesis.)

A 131
4
/ " plane made by
E:TAFT/IN:MENDON from
the collection of Bob
Graham. Tote is offset
as shown by the fragment in the sketch.
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A PUZZLE
by Ery Schaffer
I reported earlier that I had collected a beech moulding plane marked
2 inches
/
M:SMALL (zb) 1 1/8 X 5/32". Although the plane is the standard 91
R.WOODING
the
of
that
like
much
section
cross
profile
long it has a nose
plane shown in BP II, #6, p.24. There is a small difference in that the
right fillet is smoothly contoured into the flat chamfer.
The plane is 14 inches wide and cuts an unusual edge bead. Its iron
has been replaced but the wedge appears to be original. On the heel is
marked 8/6.
Is there a possiblity, despite the uncharacteristic wedge that
M.SMALL could have been an early relative of R.SMALL (London 1749-75,
BPII) perhaps near in time to Wooding, Elsmore and Rogers? The plane is
in excellent condition for one of such an age but it may have escaped
severe use because it is not a common type of edge beed.
Comments about this possibility or any other information about M.
mall are requested. A particularly interesting thing to learn would bw
how many standard length planes exist that appear to antedate the working
span of Christopher Gabriel.

,A wedge tracing and nose sketch of
an early plane owned by George Monk.
The plane bears no maker's mark.
Note the unusual featuresat A,B,& C.
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BRUNDAGE UNEARTHS BRADFORD AD.
The long and ordinary use in the United States of the words crease,
creaser or creasing to denote moulding tools continued roughly two hundred years from some time early in the 17th Century till the mid 19th.
Larry Brundage has recently brought to light an advertisement from the
1844 MaireBusiness Directory in which Joseph Bradford announces that he
manufactures "...Joiners' Tools such as Bench Planes and Crease Tools,
of every description." "Of every description" seems to imply that the
word crease is being applied to all varieties of moulding planes rather
than specific types such as beads. This perhaps represents an expansion of the meaning of the term over the period of its use. It seems
likely, as has been suggested, that in the early 17th Century and before
the number of moulding shapes, and therefore the number of moulding tools,
were limited. At that point in time crease probably applied to a narrow
selection of profiles. In those areas where the term continued in use,
however, it gradually became a generic expression signifying the whole
of the moulding plane kit.
Bradford's ad is significant in another way for it once again makes
clear that plane makers did not necessarily confine their manufacturing
activities to planes but also often made a wide variety of related tools.
Bradford made howels, levelers, crozes, bitstocks and jointers. To his
list he appends the term "etc" indicating that it continues, perhaps to
considerable length. A later ad by Bradford tells us he also makes
caulker's tools.
Those of us who are general tool collectors have sometimes assumed
that most or all of the bit braces found in the United States were
"primitives" unless they either conformed to the Sheffield pattern or
were constructed of metal. It is suggested that comparisons of some of
these primitives will turn up similarities of design suggesting a common
source. Such common sources, based on the evidence of the Bradford ad,
may well have been professional tool makers.
Bradford also advertised that he did "Repairing and Altering of all
Kinds of Tools in his Line..." This statement, which has also been found
in the ads of other planemakers suggests that we re-examine the assumption that repairs, especially those of a skilled nature, found on planes
are normally assignable to owners. If the planemakers, in-fact, did a
business in repairs or alterations then some of the restoration work we
find on planes in our collections must have occurred at their hands.
A final note of interest in the Bradford ad is his reference to way
in which his shop is designated. Customers are invited to call at the
"Sign of the LARGE PLANE..." We collectors can devoutly hope that somewhere one of these LARGE PLANES, which were used as sign boards by a
number of makers beside Bradford, still resides in a dusty attic to be
found and promoted to the centerpiece of what will have become by the
mere addition of the LARGE PLANE a most notable collection.

JOINERS' & COOPERS' TOOLS.

P,EttvAt (16,P.)v

Would respectfully give notice, that lie continues to
manuf:ieture, and keeps constantly on hand, for saleJoiners' 'Pools, such as Bench Planes and Crease
Tools, of every description. Also, Coopers' Tools,
such as lloWels, Levelers, Croes, B.t Stock., Jointers,
all of which are of the most approved models,
inaL in the best manner, warranted to give perfect •
satisfaction, and will be sold at very rea.sonahle prices.
Also. Repairing and Altering of all kinds of Tools
in his line, done in the best manner, at short notice.
Persons in want of any of the above 'Pools, are respectfully invited to call at the Sin of the LARGE
NO -11 UNION STIIEET,

rLAsz,

Maine Business Directory

1844
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A SHOP MADE

RAILROAD

CAR BEADING PLANE
Ref.

014'0 -root_ co. CAT. Ng 23, p. t3

%.1

A PECULIAR DISCOVERY
A fragment of what may have been a drawing intended for a patent
application was found by a B-ARS member(who insists on remaining anonymous) stuck to the bottom of a wood workers tool chest which he
purchased at a recent tool auction. After careful removal it was
seen that the illustration describes a plow plane improvement of
which no actual example has ever been reported.
Coincidentally there is in our files a part of a page, from what
appears to be some sort of scientific journal, that was found between the
112th pages of a copy of The History of the War of Jenkin's
111th and
served as a book mark. Ink blots and tears have
evidently
it
Ear where
rendered it largely illegible but enough can be made out to suggest that
it might be a description of the patent drawing(?) recovered by Member
X. We have transcribed the words that can be deciphered:
"This invention relates to a certain means of constructing a joiner's
plow having adjustment of its fence or guide provided by a rack and
pinion mechanism that permits instantaneous setting of the distance between the metal sole and the bearing surface of the fence. In plate....,
fig. 1 is illustrated... Fig 2 shows the arrangement of the pinions
and the eccentric clamping device that... "
VII-4-12
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From George Monk:
Ogee with ovolo: Beech: English(?): circa 1725(?)
Purchased at an antique shop east of Springfield, Ohio. Part of a lot
of 60-80 moulders ranging in date from c1725 (?) to 1900, all seemingly
English recent imports. No American moulders were recognized in the lot.
10" long (toe trimmed) by 34" high
iron bedded at 48°
no marks on plane, toe has been
skinned
iron is marked with double stamp
(similar to Robert Moore), but is
not legible at present.
NOTES:
A. Toe has been skinned maybe as much
14 inch
B.Chamfers extremely heavy, flat
C. Chamfer stops early in style.
Detail of the heel shows chamfer
stop at step extending to point of
step. Toe does not shew this. Perhaps because of trimming-, though
chamfers from side do not seem to
indicate a drastic trim.
D. Wedge is beech and seemingly original. Relieving may not be original but shows no sign of later
reworking.
E. Possible scribe line for wedge
finial layout.
Plane is not truly square in its
lines but seems professionally made.
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BRADSTREET
BRADSTREET appears as a maker in
neither Goodman nor Roberts. Plane
Talk III-1-8 has Alan Bates reporting a BRADSTREET embossed in a
serrated border, but without detail.
This 4 2 round turned uo near Adamstown, northwest of Philadelohia. It
has the signature reported by Bates,
and 18th or early 19th c. characteristics make it worth description for
the record.
The heavy chamfer is an early style.
The wedge, relieved, fits the assumed period. The iron is a puzzle.
It is thin, tapering from 3/32 at the
lower end to 3/64" at the toe. It
is irregularly forged as was common
with early irons. But careful examination with a 10x glass fai ls to indicate evidence of applied steel at
the cutting surface, usual ly marked
by faint weld lines and a clear variation in texture between the cutting
edge and the shank and lower surface.
The angle of the iron is high - 600.
From the location of acquisition,
this might be an American maker.
But set in among selected I SYM
(London, 1753-1802/3) hol lows and
rounds, the wood, the wedges, the
angle of the irons, the chamfering
match very closely, although the
Sym irons are thicker.

v-t

Could Bradstreet have been a Sym
aoprentice? Goodman only knows.
Fred Bair
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Seth Says
7 0 2roblems Unsolved
I recently started rechecking my card index of plane iron
y library has
A small ogee iron marked GREE:i caught my eye.
increased since I typed the card, and I now find:
(all Sheffield)
Goodman, British Planemakers from 1700
Green, Hannah & Sons, Burgess Street
John, 22 Burgess Street

1781-1800
1822

Roberts, Some 19th Century English lioodworkinz Tools
Table V - List of Edge Tool Makers (1787 Sheffield Directory)
Green, Hannah & son, Burgess Street
Green, Jane and Sons, Scotland Street
Appendix II - Check List of 19th Century Edge Tool Makers
Green, Alfred
Pond Street
Jane and Sons,Arundel Street
John
Pond Lane
Samuel
Orchard Street
Green,Bradley & Frith, Burgess Street

1,933-72
1817-2
1814-15
1833-41
1825-28

Charles F. Hummel Enzlish Tools in America: The Evidence of the Dor-invs
"During the last quarter of the eighteenth century and for at least
half of the nineteenth century, several members of the Green family
produced tools in Sheffield. John Green and Son, Hannah Green and
Zon,and Jane Green and Son are described a "edge tool makers" in the
1774 Directory. To make the attribution more difficult, Hannah Green
and Son are identified with the mark John Green in the 1787 Directory,
perhaps erroneously... Thel$17 Directory lists John Green, "Factor"
on Burs•ess Street, the same street on which John Green and Son were
located in 1774. The subsequent directories of 1820 and 1833 list
a John Green as a "fork, knife and scissor manufacturer".
From the above we can definitely follow Hannah Green and Sons of
Burgess Street from 1774 to 1800. Whether or not John at 22 Burgess
Street was the "and Son" or another firm entirely is a matter for
conjecture as far as I am concerned.
At any rate there was a John
Green in Burzess Street, perhaps making or selling plane irons, perhaps
not,until 1817 osr even 1833. Presumably he was connected with
Green, Bradley ‹'1; Frith of Burgess Street. I do not know the source
of Yr. Goodman's 1822 date.
:Then I bought the plane in 1978 I did not find a maker's mark, but
today with better light,"Graham effect" or whatnot, the words
R PHILADA appeared. It seems to be 18th Century, with 1/4"
chamfers and without the usual four smq11 nicks at the bottom of
the chamfering. There are five Philadelphia names ending in R in
=CA.
We have a report of BUTL2R/PHILAD (VI-2-18), which may be
either Georze or John Butler. In V-2-15 we have M.DETER/PHILAD",
and there are several references in Plane Talk to T-NAPIER/PHILADA.
-1m. -Souder 1823-53 appears to be too late a date.
So, -a- morning's work and two _problems left pretty much in the air.
Seth :I. Burchard
V11-4-16
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THE
TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

FREIMANN WEATHERSTRIPPING PLANES
At recent New England tool auctions
one or more weatherstripping planes, marked
FREIMANN with a Brooklyn, N.Y. address,
have been offered. Freimann planes cast in
either brass, aluminum or cast iron have
been observed. Most of the planes are
marked PAT. APPL. FOR. We do not know of
any patent granted to Freimann. If any
member has information or a date on this
manufacturer we would like to hear of it.
We thank John Wells of Berkeley, CA.
for sketching the Freimann plane shown.

FREIMANN WEATHERSTRIPPING PLANE

SAMUEL I. GOODALL CO.
Several members have requested information about wood bottom planes marked
GOODALL-PHILADELPHIA. The ad, reproduced
from the Aay 10, 1895 issue of Hardware
magazine, clearly shows these planes to be
copies of the Bailey patented planes as manufactured by the Stanley Rule '& Level Co.
Since 211 the patents had expired by this
date Stanley could not claim any infringement.
Carl Bopp has kindly researched some of
Philadelphia business directories. There is
an 18912 listing for Samuel I. Goodall under
Hardware with a business at 1666 South St.
and a house on Lansdowne Ave. In 1895 & 1896
Goodall is listed at 161414 South St. with a
house at 1710 Christian St.
It is believed that Stanley purchased
the Goodall plane business in 1896 to
eliminate this competition.

The Nay 10, 1895 issue of Hardware,
p. LL, had the following statement: "The
Samuel I. Goodall Co., Philadelphia, manufacturers of Bailey Pattern iron and wood
planes, are now tempering the cutters of
the same under an entirely new process that
gives then a keen cutting edge. They will
be pleased to give further information on
annlication."
It would be interesting to know more
about this 'new' tempering process.
Your editor has observed GOODALL wood
bottom planes in several sizes, but has not
seen any iron bench planes by this maker.
We would like to hear of any specimens
including the sizes known.
NOTE: Do not confuse these planes with
low quality iron planes having an integral
frog and 'Gage-type' features also marked
GOODALL. However, we would like any information as to the date and location of this
maker. They aprear to be c. 1930-1950.

THE SAMUEL I. GOODALL CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bailey Pattern Planes, Try Squares
Bevels, Etc.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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No. 740,087.

PATENTED SEPT. 29, 1903.
I. W. CARLETON.
SCRAPER.
APPLIOATIOS MO SM. 111. 1101.

No. 740,087.

Patented September 29,1903.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

BO 110001..

JOHN W. CARLETON, OF NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT.
SCRAPER.
SPEOPICATION forming part of Lettere Patent No. 740,087, dated September 29,1903.
&Wearies 616.i &rush, 13, 1002. &del Ie. 113470. (lk aria.)
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To all whom, it may concern:
:le It known that I, J0113 W. CaRLETON,
citizen of the United States of America, residing at New Britain, in the minty of Hartford and State of Conuectiout, hare invented
certain now and useful Liprnrementa in
Scrapers:of which the following is a specification.
The embodiment of the inveztion illustrated and described herein in in the form of
a scraper for use in scraping floors,
The object of the invention is :a permit of
a wide adjustmeut of the hand:e with respect to the blade.
It Is clear that the invention is applicable
to other uses than LO scrapers.
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a
side TiOW of a scraper. Fig. 2 is &front view
of the same. Fig. 3 isa rear view. Fig. 4 is
a top view with part of the baud nst broken
away.
Referring to the drawings, A denotes the
blade: B, a clamping-head havingen one side
a threaded pin (., which projects through a
hole in the blade and is engagid by the
thumb-screw I), which bears on a washer E.
The rear of tho clamping-head B Lm the lug
F, one side of which is milled, as at! in
Figs. 3 and 4. The handle G is provided
with a disk If, one face of which is milled to
fit the milling en the lug F. The handle is
held to the lug by the pin J and the thumbnut K. On the upper edge of the plate is
located a hand-rest AL to thich is secured a
strap N, which enters a recess to the washer
E to prevent the hand-rest. from slip-ring sidewise off the blade. It la readily seen from

the drawings that the handle is capable of
adjustment in a plane at right angles to the
blade by turning it on the pin J and securing .40
It in place by the thumb- not If, rasa that
it Is adjustable in a plane parallel to the
blade by turning the handle awl the clamping-head B about the axis of the pin C and
maintaining it in position by means of the es
thumb-nut B. Thus I am enabled to so adjust the handle of the scraper that it may be
used under any and all conditions—as, for
insti.nce, against the base-board when scraping a door. I am aware that other devices so
Save been produced fur accomplishing this
object; but they are eroeusive to manufac.
tore. They arudiffi
of adjustment.
The device hot aim mown and described is
very inexpensive to manufacture and can be SS
readily adjusted and used by any one.
I claim as my invention—
In combination with the clamping-head, a
lug carried thereby, a pin oppositely disposed on said lug, and a handle ad;estably 60
connected to said lug, a blade mounted on
said pin, a washer engaging the outer face of
said blade, a locking means frictionally engaging the said washer, a band-rest carried
by the blade, and a strap carried by the said 65
hand-rest and engaging a recess io the said
washer, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
JOHN w. CARLETON.
Witnesses:
J. E. COOPER,
ANSA C. MaLlIEICGDP.

SINGLE HANDLE
ADJUSTABLE
By means of the Swiveling Blade and Handles,
this Scraper can be held in several positions or angles.
It can be used in corners, inside of cabinets and for
all kinds of floor scraping.
Tropical Hardwood Handle and Hand Rest.
Japanned.

CARLETON'S PATENTED SCRAPER
The adjustable scraper shown is of a
design patented by John W. Carleton of New
Britain, Conn. on Sept. 29, 1903 (NC. 70,
087). Carleton was an employee of the
Union Manufacturing Co. This scraper was
shown in the c. 1905 Union Catalcg, listed
as the NO. 90.
Stanley purchased the tool manufacturing
division of the Union Mfg. Co. in 19C6. However, it was not until 1929 that they offered
this scraper. Stanley changed the number to
NO. 283. (See illus. from the Stanley 1929
Catalog No. 129). It was discontinued in
19112 which accounts for its scarcity. However,
the Union NO. 90 variation is even scarcer
because it was only offered about 3 years.

Width of
Length ; c ater
(Inches) (Inches)

No.

Weight
Each
(Lbs.)

283
,
9
Extra Blades (Per Doz.)

2

Price.
Each
$2.00
$3.45

Illustration from the 1929 Stanley Catalog
No. 129.
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The Union Adjustable Scraper.

The Union Adjustable Scraper.

No. 90.

In Fig. 2 we show the interlocking teeth at the back of the bl- de.
by means of which the handle is
fi rmly fastened. These teeth hold
the handle rigidly in any position.
In Fig. 3 we show the positif.n of
the hands when using this Scraper.
For scraping hardwood or parquet
PsIto.d.
floors, and for any fi nished woodwork, this Scraper is unequalled.
It will also be found useful for scraping masts, spars, etc.
It is a useful tool, designed for a large variety of work, and one
which no woodworker
can afford to be without. It has also been
found to be useful for
scraping Butcher's
1
Blocks, ete.,in markets.
The handle is of fi nished hardwood, and
all parts are carefully
made and well fi nished.
The blade is of best
cutter steel and warranted.

CONTINUED.

For Wood Workers, Gabfest Makers. Shipbuilders, BSc. Etc, also Meat Markets.
The following cuts illustrate the Union Adjustable Scraper,
recently introduced by us. This handy invention is a unique
lieparture from anything in its line, and is designed to meet
the demand for a durable hardwood Scraper which can be
used for any variety of work. We are confident that the
several features of advantage in this tool will
commend it to all wood
workers.
In Fig. i we show
some of the positions in
which the handle may
be placed, to enable the
blade to reach any desired place. This adjustment is made by
loosening the thudib nut
at the back of the blade.
and releasing the teeth.
P.MmeO
Further adjustments
may be made by loosening the nut at the front of the blade,
when it may be revolved in either direction. By means of
these adjustments, this tool can be used for scraping in any
desired positions which cannot be reached by the ordinary
plain Scraper.

Price,

Pages from a c. 1905 Union Mfg. Catalog.
Courtesy of Alvin Sellens.
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each

•

Dollors.

Sterling.

$1.50
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TRANSITIONAL PLOW PLANE

HOLLY'S SPOKESHAVE

Gene Klingler, of Pennsylvania, has
sent in photos of an unusual cast iron
bodied plow plane (See photo section.). It
has no maker's imprint, patent date, etc.
A complete survey of all known patent drawings
for planes fails to show a plane of this
design.
The quality of the castings and finish
indicates that this was a professional
nroduct. It appears to be more than a prototyre, thus was probably part of a short run
experimental production by an established
plane maker.
Perhaps it had a paper labelas found on
other metallic planes produced c. 1860-1875.
We would certainly like to hear of any other
planes of this configuration, particularly
any with identification.
The screw arms, nuts and wedr,e are of
boxwood. As Mr. Xlingler points out, it is
these factors that probably deterred the
plane from gaining popularity with wood- workers. The maker had a good idea but
should have used metallic arms and wedges.
These are the parts of a plow that usually
show the most wear other than the inside
toe ethre of the fence.

Dear Editor,
I have recently found a spokeshave
which bears several similarities to metallic
planes attributed to Birdsill Holly and
which I believe to be of his manufacture.
It was found in Geneva, N.Y,, not far from
Holly's factnry in Seneca Falls. The spoke
shave shows the remains of black japanning.
and is entirely cast iron with the exception of the cutter. The cap affixes to the
main body by means of a sleeve cap and set-t
screw arrangement according to the method
described in the 1852 Holly plane patent.
The castines are rough in are and similar
in quality to those of Holly plares in my
collection.
Importantly, three clues would indicate that this early shave is attributable
to Holly. 1) The latches on the cap sleeve
are chamfered like those on Holly planes.
2) The thumb screw is tapered and of a
share identical to that on a proper specimen
of an early Holly jointer plane. 3) The cap
and cutter seat are ornamented with circular
arcs resembling the circular sections on
the Holly jointer cap.
Dan Weinstock
Your editor agrees with Dan's Conclusions. The Holly spokeshave is shown in
the photo section.

LAKESIDE PLANES
John W. Carleton and George E. Trask were
granted a patent for the vertical adjustment
mechanism used on the X series of Union planes.
FULTON Quality Saves You Money
Patent NO. 763,721, June 28, 190h.
• ...Special analysis steel cutter holds keen edge.
...Patent laver and screw adjustment.
Ruben Morrison, of Massachusetts, has an
...Hardwood handle and knob; highly polished cap..
.body—ground true on sides and bottom.
original box for one of these planes, but the
Fully guaranteed.
The ideal plane for all around farm. shop and home ,
label is marked LAKESIDE. Wood bottom planes
use. It is well balanced and wsll give satisfactory service.
Second oniy to Sears CRAFTSMAN planes.
with the Carleto7E-Mik design are known
Style Length Cutlet Shpg. Wt.. 1 Cat. No. Each
Smooth 7 In. 1% in. 2 lbs. 8 oz.i 9 19 37011 SO.
with LAKESIDE stamped on the cutters. LAKESIDE
Smooth 814 in. 194 in. 4 lbs.
9 D 3709
.
Smooth, 9 in. 2 in. 3 lbs. 14 oz.. 9 0 3710 1
was a brand name used by the mail order house
Jack
114 in. ,2 in..5 lbs. 10 oz.1 9 D 37U 1.
•of Montgomery, Ward & Co. on nlanes and various
FULTON PLANES
other carpenters' tools, c. 190-h0. MontBailey-type planes manufactured by Sargent
gomery, Ward & Co. contracted with various
or
Stanley
will be found with the marking.
manufacturers, such as Union, Stanley & Sargent,
FULTON.
This
was a brand name used by the mail
LAKESIDE
to provide planes under the
label.
of
order
house
Sears, Roebuck,84 Co., c. 19O Bailey-type
features
are
Planes with the
also
on
2nd
quality
iron & wood bottom bench
found marked LAKESIDE.
planes. Note illus. from their 1927 catalog
indicates that CRAFTSMAN planes were their
1st quality.
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Views of Holly's Spokeshave owned by Dan Weinstock (See THE IMP VII-4)

Two views of a plane
employing Jensen's
Patent

As described in
THE IMP, VII-3.
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Transitional plow plane
owned by Gene Klinger
se- THE IMP Vol VII-4
<
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Georg Muller patent described in THE IMP
VII-2-19

